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1 COMMENTS 
2 Need full day with practical application to technology 
3 Written handouts with references and web addresses to visit that were mentioned. 

4 Practical application was missing  
5 Lecture was entertaining, motivational and inspirational - great but the need to go the next step- seize the motivation and start to play with the technology. 

Follow up workshop either a full day with afternoon dedicated to 'doing and 'playing ' with the technology 
6 Bravo Fabulous 
7 Prefer weekday and central CBD preferred 
8 what soft ware? Where to go for training in actually creating ppt as Les does (workshops rather than books however books displayed looked really helpful.  

Fabulous highly relevant. Loved it. I write training for a living. It will certainly change the way I do things. 
9 The description should emphasis that ht process was the key aim not necessarily how to use PowerPoint. Completely relevant and practical. Perhaps and follow 

up to show how to do certain things on PowerPoint that were part of demonstration. Also another on workshop how to develop  
10 No name card. Audio needs to be looked at. A little too cold. Day of the week is fine and location is great. 
11 Some practice examples done in workshop - ie have an experiential component. A day workshop would be great. 
12 thanks very much Les 
13 Audio not good 
14 This was an outstanding workshop - I took a page of notes where are going to help me on Monday when I commence preparation of a 4 day training workshop. 

Thankyou Les 
15 Both as a professional trainer as  a lifestyle coach 
16 Introductory PowerPoint- basic how to use it and make it work.  
17 Poor sound 
18 Excellent very personable. Need to improve audio content - a bit garbled to hear if possible Do same course in greater depth. 
19 Audio issues 
20 An outstanding presenter!! Good to move out of traditional psychology subjects 
21 Fabulous presentation.  Learnt a great deal from a credible knowledgeable source Thankyou 
22 Wow! Fantastic - stimulating engaging rich experience preserved with great insights and engagement - modelling the concepts beautifully 
23 Excellent workshop. Good learning. Great content. Value for money. Will use content in a practical way in the workshop. Thank about doing it in complete so we 

have hands on learning- getting us how to do it too. 
24 Great value for money. Please put on the full day or the how to do day with Les  



25 Excellent engaging challenging. One of the most effective workshops I have been too. More of Les would b great. Thankyou Les for a stimulating engaging and 
challenging and even life changing experience 

26 Need to know the "how" ! Thankyou 
27 Would like to learn how to create these presentations Audio issues. Top tips. Handout could be handy. All good. Some info on the technical side of presentation 

construction could be useful. Full workshop would be good. 
28 Sound was bad.  More on what to do not just what NOT to do. 
29 Thankyou for being authentic, professional, genuine and fun 
30 I would have like more content on How 
31 Would have liked some summary paperwork, sound was annoying with the system being fault. Bit hard to see the screen the way the tables were set up.  
32 Booklist provided would be good. 
33 Fantastic. Lots of energy and action approach underpin principles. An excellent topic  to tackle for psychologists. Well done coaching psychologists interest 

group. Would like an extension of technical know how - and facilitation skills. 
34 tell us more tools available on internet to make presentations 
35 Great Event. Will use to embed concepts at workplace. Excellent presenter. 
36 cold  
37 So powerful. But cold 
38 would be nice to get some handouts. Some material on positive psychology. 

	  


